
                                                             
 

 
 
Name: Karan Khanna 
Batch: 1976 
Membership No.: 1976/008 
Position: Secretary  
 
ABILITIES AND BACKGROUND THAT ARE HELPFUL FOR SERVING IN THE EC 

I'm running for the post of Secretary and one of the reasons why I'm running for this post is that 
1 really want to incorporate some new, different activities and procedures into the OCA. OCA is 
one of the best platforms that is created for all of us to be in touch and together. It helps us 
interact with our juniors and seniors and creates a fun environment, I believe that you should 
vote for me because you can rely on me when it comes to your opinions and suggestions for the 
different events we hold. It's time for a change, and time to do something different and unique. 
Being a part of other educational institutions gives me an insight to work for our school and 
association. I am proud to be an ex- Columban and whatever I am today is because of 
Columba's School and I want to give back to my school. 
 
STATEMENT OF INTENT AND PARTICIPATION IF I AM ELECTED FOR THE POST OF SECRETARY 

A person with experience, a person you can depend on, a person that will voice the concerns of and 
represent each and every one of you, a person that will put in 110% is the type of person you need 
in serving as your Sectary in the OCA. According to the task assigned I ensure you all I will put in 
all efforts to make sure all events are different with new ideas every time. From organizing the 
events to arranging funds to managing the show, I shall do it to the best of my abilities. 
Furthermore, my main objective is that we all meet often and have fun. In addition. I shall always 
be open to new ideas and suggestions from all of you to make this association even- more 
stronger and better. However, a post will not stop me from executing my ideas and making 
changes in our association, I shall still work for this association because my main aim is to ensure 
the betterment of the association and nothing else. 
 


